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Application of music-educational elements in the General Educational Plan
focusing on the first year of elementary school
In the thesis I am dealing with the issue of using of musical pedagogical components in
the General Educational Plan focusing on the first grade of primary school. The
elementary materiál for my thesis was the General Pegagogical Plan for elementary
education, its goals anticipated results leasing to musical abilities of the child.
In the theoretical part of my thesis I am pointing to define the pre-school aged child
from the time of first school day and during the first year of elementary schoul. First I
am coming up with child from the personal development point and consecutively from
the point of musical development. Further I am aiming to the progress of musical and
intellectual child's potential.Consecutively I am describing interpretation and goals of
General Pedagogical Plan.
In the practical part I am presenting my several years musical operation in choral
singing school Bambini di Praga with pre-school and school children and consecutively
I am adopting my information and experience in creation of perceptual plan for First
grade of primary school.
In conclusion of this thesis I prezent musical project called Broučci, which aim was to
check out the abilities and skills on the sample of the first grade children. If they
understand curriculum and are able to apply it in musical activities. This project was
also aimed to the task of key skills and their progress.
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